PRESALES

SUNNY SIDE 2020
HISTORY

ANTI-SEMITISM, 2000 YEARS OF HISTORY 4x52'
Anti-Judaism, Judeophobia, hatred of Jews... Anti-Semitism is a longstanding phenomenon – but where does it come from? It has evolved for
more than two thousand years, while many different societies rose and fell.
This investigation retraces the genealogy of anti-Semitism, from its origins
to the present day – and for the first time with images. Thirty leading
international experts have been drawing on the traces left throughout the
world and the 3D historical reconstructions developed by Ubisoft for its
Assassin’s Creed series.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : NOVEMBER 2020

INCAS : THE NEW STORY 52’ & 90’
The Conquistadors wrote the story of the Inca Empire as we know it. 10
years of recent scientific and archeological research has allowed us to
uncover another truth that contradicts history books. Where the Inca
people come from, what they believed in, how they were organized, and
why did they disappear so suddenly. We will followexperts on the field,
from the Machu Picchu, the depths of Lake Titicaca, Cuzco and the Vatican
archives, using 3D architectural reconstitutions, to answer the question:
who were the Incas?

EGYPT: THE TREASURE OF THE SACRED BULLS 52’ & 90’
Saqqara, Egypt, 1850. Auguste Mariette discovered the Serapeum, the
burial place of the Apis bull, one of the most sacred sites in ancient Egypt.
Today, a mission mandated by the Louvre museum picks up the work
where the french Egyptologist had left off. Through their investigational
field work, the scientists will bring life to a lost and unknown chapter of
Ancient Egypt, and write the next one of the greatest adventures in the
history of Archeology.

WHO KILLED THE ROMAN EMPIRE ? 52’ & 90’
What if the fall of the Roman Empire was really down to climate change
and pandemics? Archeologists, historians, and experts in ancient pathologies and the climate – indeed, specialists in all disciplines – are now
gathering evidence which demonstrates that a significant drop in temperature along with three successive waves of deadly diseases undermined
the foundations of the Empire, causing it to collapse.

PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : OCTOBER 2021

PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : MARCH 2021

PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : NOVEMBER 2021
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HISTORY

PHILAE: SAVING CLEOPATRA’S TEMPLE 52’
Through 3D digital reconstructions of the monuments and expert lighting,
we will tell the story of the island of Philae, one of the largest Pharaonic
sites, unique in its kind. The island was submerged in the 1980’s when
Nasser built his dam, but the Temple of Philae was saved in an outstanding international operation. Today Egyptologists return to study the
remains and cross data with new digital technologies implemented by a
new generation of Egyptologists. A real scientific challenge to understand
and reconstruct this mysterious ancient labyrinth on the Nile.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : NOVEMBER 2020

FAR WEST, STORY OF AN AMNESIA 52’
A photographer takes aim at America’s collective amnesia of history.
Traveling through the region we now call the American West - the previously Mexican-ruled territories of California, New Mexico and Texas - he
traces the pre-1848 border and encounters families that have lived in the
region since long before the US takeover. His quest reveals suppressed
memories and fascinating personal histories, shining new light on identities that remain ignored and distorted in the official versions of history
still taught today.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : NOVEMBER 2020

NAPOLEON, DEATH AND DESTINY 52’ & 90'
2021 will mark the bicentenary of the death of Napoleon, the man who
dodged death 6 times, forging himself a reputation of being immortal.
Napoleon thought that he defied death because he had a role to play in
history, that he was predestined to rule over Europe. We will revisit the
story of this charismatic character to better understand his personality, his
legend and his unique relationship with death that ultimately led to his fall.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : APRIL 2021

ANNIVERSARY : MAY 2021

AN OPERA FOR AN EMPIRE 52’ & 90’
Famous for its ghost, the Garnier Opera House is above all the product of
a titanic building site and the window of a time, the Second Empire. From
1852 to 1870, eighteen years of flamboyance made Paris the capital of
modernity. From the story of its construction and architectural details, this
film opens windows on historical, political and artistic themes, evocated
through paintings, period photos, film clips, animations in 3D and fiction.
Interviewed in studio, specialized speakers guide us, step by step in this
building, still alive and full of anecdotes. The myth of the ghost haunts
the entire film, even if it was invented from scratch by the novelist Gaston
Leroux. Above all, the documentary is highlighted by music and ballet,
thanks to musical excerpts and lyrical performances.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : SEPTEMBER 2020

Screen online on http://distribution.arte.tv
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HISTORY

THE HISTORY OF THE RED ARMY 2x52’
For 70 years, the Red Army was one of the
foundations of the USSR, an instrument of fear
as well as admiration, a symbol of liberation as
well as coercion. While everyone knows that
Trotsky’s name is attached to his creation, most
of its past is made up of military defeats and
failures, contrary to the common idea.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : SEPTEMBER 2020

THE GOERING CATALOG 52’&90’
For more than a decade, the number two in the
Third Reich amassed a collection of more than
5,000 art works, all meticulously detailed in
a catalog. But how did Hermann Goering get
his hands on these works? Why did he plunder
collections, mainly those belonging to Jewish
families, victims to the Holocaust?
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2020

THE LOST FILM OF NUREMBERG 52’
The director sets off in search of the official 80’
film of the Nuremberg trial by the Schulberg
brothers. This is the story of the film itself, that
contained excruciating evidence of the Nazi
crimes, how and why it was censored, how it
was found again and the lessons it teaches us
on how we treat collective memory.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY: SEPTEMBER 2020

THE UNGEMACH EXPERIMENT, A STORY OF EUGENICS 52’
In 1924, a garden city, called “Ungemach”, was inaugurated in Strasbourg; it was restricted to
couples who bore “healthy and fertile strains”. This officially eugenicist experience was endorsed by
both political and scientific authorities, and the selection system lasted until the 1980s. This film
weaves together the stories of former residents, shocked at having been used as guinea pigs in the
experiment without their knowledge, and the opinions of historians, ethicists, philosophers and
international experts in this field. The micro-story of Ungemach becomes part of the greater story
of eugenics, updated in the light of this recent discovery.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2020

75-YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF THE
NUREMBERG TRIAL

NAZI DEATH MARCHES, 1944-1945 52’ & 90’
In the final months of the Second World War,
700,000 prisoners were evacuated from
concentration camps and sent on the roads
throughout Europe. Between 250,000 and
300,000 died of exhaustion or massacred
by the guards or even civilians in Austria and
Germany. Through exclusive film archive and
written journals, we will reveal one of the lesser known chapters of the end of the 3rd Reich,
a story of unbelievable brutality and murder.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : MAY 2021
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HHIISSTTOORRYY

444 DAYS – THE IRAN HOSTAGE CRISIS 52'
In these 444 days, Iranian Islamists imposed their
will on their country and the world. Rediscover
the events of November 4, 1979 to January 20,
1981. This defining moment of the last half of
the 20th century marked the beginning of the
conflict between the United States and its former
ally, Iran.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY: DECEMBER 2020

ANNIVERSARY : JANUARY 2021

I N V E S T I G AT I O N

WHEN BIG TECH TARGETS HEALTHCARE 52’,
90’
Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon have already
started replacing national health structures
by mining their users’ personal data. Through
artificial intelligence and their boundless capacity
for innovation, they have inserted themselves
into a failing health-care sector, which they
see as just the ultimate market to conquer.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : DECEMBER 2020

LOOKING FOR MELANIA TRUMP 52’
«I am the most bullied person in the world”
– Melania Trump recently complained on the
ABC channel. Mocked for her multiple blunders, some see the American First Lady as a
schemer who seems to be out of place in the
spotlight. Others, on the contrary, celebrate her
classicism and discretion as a sign of a return
to traditional moral values. What if the truth is
more complex? Who is Melania Trump really?
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : SEPT 2020

S E L E C T E D AT T H E S C I E N C E P I TC H S E S S I O N

DRUG SHORTAGES: PROFITS BEFORE PATIENTS 52’ & 90’
A 2 year investigation into the scandal of global drug shortages, brought to
light by the Covid-19 epidemic. The pharmaceutical industry deliberately
speculates on medicine, relocates production for cost reasons, blocks the
development of generics, builds monopolies and provokes drug shortages
to create demand and raise prices. Filmed in the US, Canada, France, India,
Bengladesh, the Netherlands and Mexico.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2021

MASS-MARKET RETAILING: THE END OF A SYSTEM? 52’ & 90’
They are called, Walmart, Carrefour, Leclerc ... In 70 years, these small
grocers have become powerful multinationals. Large retailers have imposed themselves on the promise of a better life, the possibility to afford
products from major brands without breaking the bank. But this race for
low prices is not without consequence.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : FEBRUARY 2021

Screen online on http://distribution.arte.tv
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SCIENCE

NANOWORLD, THE KEY TO OUR SURVIVAL
52’
Nature is an inexhaustible source of knowledge.
After 3 billion years of evolution, living things
have been constantly adapting to their environment in order to survive. What solutions
have they acquired to deal with potentially
life-threatening problems? Scientists have
finally managed to unravel its mysteries.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JUNE 2020

S E L E C T E D AT T H E S C I E N C E P I T C H S E S S I O N

ISAAC ASIMOV, THE MAN WHO SAW THE
FUTURE 52’
As the world we live in faces an unprecedented technological acceleration, we are more
concerned than ever by the issue of our future.
Asimov is considered as the father of science
fiction, with over 500 publications, and a
thinker who had anticipated our era with great
precision as early as in the 50’s. In our troubled
times, Isaac Asimov teaches us how to respond
with jubilation to anxiety over the future.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JUNE 2021

S E L E C T E D AT T H E S C I E N C E P I T C H S E S S I O N

THE MAGICAL WORLD OF MOSS 52’
Moss is at the origin of life on Earth and appeared 450 million years ago. It
has no roots, no seeds, no flowers, no vascular system and a very primitive
reproductive system. It’s basically immortal, as it has survived extinctions,
climatic tragedy, volcanic eruptions, even nuclear contamination, and can
regenerate indefinitely.
We travel to Japan, Iceland, France, Ireland and Spain to meet experts who
study moss for various disciplines: biotechnology, climatology, nuclear
contamination, and evolutionary biology.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : NOVEMBER 2021

SEARCHING FOR PLANET 9 52’
At the edge of our solar system scientists believe lies a huge planet, ten times bigger than
ours, that remains to be discovered. Several
teams of international experts have engaged in
a frantic race to detect it, and they are this close.
Such a discovery is rare and truly groundbreaking!
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : DECEMBER 2020

N AT U R E & D I S C O V E R Y

WILD PYRENEES 3x52’
Delve deep into the heart of the wild Pyrenean fauna with one of the most
well preserved collections in France: get up close and personal with a bear,
a golden eagle, a bearded vulture, a chamois and a wolf! Discover wildlife
filming behind the scenes and find out that more often than not, animals
are much more cunning than men. Unfortunately, this lush world is still not
very accessible – the animals fear the presence of man in this emblematic
massif. To discover them, you have to investigate, find clues, follow tracks
and be very patient before you finally get the chance to see them.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2021
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N AT U R E & D I S C O V E R Y

ANIMAL ODYSSEY 5x52’
65 million years ago, dinosaurs disappeared, allowing new species to develop on every continent. Over millions of years, climates have changed, continents have shifted, new predators have
appeared provoking the evolution of these animals and great migrations for survival often far from
where they first appeard. When one thinks of kangaroos, one thinks of Australia. And yet, they
completed a fantastical voyage around the world, from North and South America, to Europe and
Antarctica, before landing in Oceania. Where do the animals symbolic of each five continents really
come from? Scientists use the latest research of evolutionary paleontology to tell the 65 million
year odyssey of animals we think we know so well: the monkey, the elephant, the horse, the bear
and the kangaroo.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : DECEMBER 2020

SAVING PARADISE 6x52’
Some natural sites’ breathtaking beauty should not take away from their
role as unique ecosystems. Within them, animal species and nature live in
perfect harmony. Sadly, their wealth makes them a prime target for men’s
greed. The fight to protect them is a relentless struggle, and the people
who lead it have become true heroes of our time. Sites under consideration: Iguazú Falls (Brazil/Argentina), the Galapagos Islands (Ecuador), the
Caño Cristales River (Colombia), the Bissagos Islands (Guinea-Bissau), Thi
Lo Su Falls (Thailand), Lake Kaindy (Kazakhstan).
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JUNE 2021

VANUATU, AN ODYSSEY AT THE END OF THE
WORLD 52’
The Vanuatu culture is slowly but surely disappearing. To keep a record of it, two figures of the
Small Nambas tribe delve into the most remote
parts of Vanuatu in search of the customs and
rites of their people. On foot and by canoe, their
journey takes them to grandiose and isolated
territories, to discover spectacular and unknown
rituals.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2020

THE UNDERWATER VOLCANO 52’
Beneath the oceans’ surface, thousands of volcanoes have yet to be
discovered or explored. Mount La Pérouse is one of these sleeping giants,
off the coast of Reunion Island. The oceanographers still consider the area
to be a true “terra incognita”, a mystery to solve. To date, no diver has
ever approached it. What kind of species lives there and at what depth?
Underwater GPS, photogrammetry, environmental DNA, 3D cartography, with the help of the most modern scientific techniques, all will be
revealed about one of the last virgin territories on Earth. Embark on an
unprecedented human and scientific adventure.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2020
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FA S H I O N

JEAN PAUL GAULTIER’S LAST SHOW 52’
To mark his 50th year as a designer, Jean Paul Gaultier held his final show
on 22 January 2020 at the Théâtre du Châtelet in Paris, with an event
combining models and artistic performances. With exclusive access, Loïc
Prigent’s documentary follows the legendary bad-boy of French fashion in
this exercise in virtuosity and celebration, a retrospective on a career and a
demonstration that his creativity remains undiminished: : The corset, the
sailor top, tattoo prints, skirts for men, and Haute Couture are, once again,
revisited.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2020

WHEN FASHION MEETS POLITICS 52’
After decades of growth and ostentation, when every excess was allowed,
the fashion industry is currently at a turning point, caught up in the political
issues that are reshaping our times: The environment and sustainable
development, cultural representation and appropriation, the aspiration for
greater equality, issues around gender, etc. Brands and creators are now
subject to increasingly sharp public scrutiny. How is the fashion industry
facing these challenges and responding to this new paradigm?
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : SEPTEMBER 2020

A R T & C U LT U R E

INTIMATE BEETHOVEN 52’
Celebrations will be held throughout the world for the 250th anniversary
of his birth. This is a great occasion to learn about the composer’s life
through his letters, his handwritten notes and the testimonies of great
musicians and artists of our time. Through writing and music, this film
offers an intimate approach to Beethoven’s life and work. Beethoven’s
correspondence and diaries allow to shed a new light on the composer.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2020

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY : DECEMBER 2020

MODIGLIANI AND HIS SECRETS 52’ & 90’
Born in 1884, Amedeo Modigliani left no legacy of correspondence or
theoretical writings. The public interest in his work seems to be inversely
proportional to the attention paid to his life by art historians. This film
sets out to retrace his life, exploring key locations and relationships, and
his influences. It also draws on unprecedented scientific research studying
26 paintings and three sculptures by Modigliani. (si texte trop long, enlever dernière phrase).
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2020

SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY : 2020
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CINEMA

FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA, IN THE HEART OF DARKNESS 52’
Is Francis Ford Coppola insatiable? After 26 films, of which at least 3 masterpieces, 5 Oscars and 2 Palmes d’Or at Cannes, and the director still isn’t
satisfied: he has yet to make what he calls his big film, Megalopolis. Francis Ford Coppola. The name alone is enough to evoke the best of American movie-making. But also a unique career that from its beginnings has
been under the sign of excess, and of an artist burnt at his apogee by his
own ambition. What is this fire that burns in Coppola?

FRANK CAPRA: IT’S A BEAUTIFUL LIFE? 52’
A small Sicilian immigrant became in the 1930s a director with dazzling
success. He believes in the American dream. No matter what America is in
fact inward looking, Capra does not hesitate to twist reality in order to become one with what the country dreams of itself. A strange echo today...
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : OCTOBER 2020

PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2021

Francis Ford Coppola’s next film MEGAPOLIS is scheduled for
the end of 2021.

JODIE FOSTER, A HOLLYWOOD CHILD PRODIGY 52’
In her most beloved movies, whether Silence of the Lambs or Panic Room,
she is the embodiment of uniqueness: a cold beauty, an icon defying all
the codes of Hollywood glamor. Beautiful but never passive, heroic but not
masculine, sexual but not eroticized: she cultivates her subtle, paradoxical
androgyny from film to film.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : DECEMBER 2020

Jodie Foster’s next film PRISONER 760 by Kevin Mc Donald is
scheduled for the end of 2021

TOM CRUISE, AN ETERNAL YOUTH 52’
After a career spanning 40 years, Tom Cruise does not seem to have developed one wrinkle. His legendary smile has dominated many blockbuster
productions. This film tries to unveil the man behind the film icon. Although he was, for a long time, Hollywood’s highest paid star, Tom Cruise
is also a secret and tormented actor whose break-ups and Scientology
beliefs provide regular fodder for the tabloids.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : JULY 2020

Theatrical Release of TOP GUN THE MAVERICK is scheduled for
the end of 2020 and MISSION 7 & 8 are announced for 2021 &
2022

Screen online on http://distribution.arte.tv
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P O P C U LT U R E

CINEMA

ANTHONY PERKINS 52’
While most of the stars of his generation have fallen into oblivion, his
face and name remain familiar to a younger 21st century audience, fond
of Giallo and slashers. Like the British Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing
with their cult characters of Dracula and Frankenstein, the American
Anthony Perkins has long struggled in the shadow of his most famous
character, Norman Bates – the serial killer in Alfred Hitchcock’s masterpiece, “Psycho”.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : OCTOBER 2020

EMOJI NATION 52’ & 3x20’
A playful and offbeat investigation into the world of emojis: the little
ideograms we use in our instant messaging. How did a fun, pop Esperanto
go from being a work of art to being an instrument of cultural domination?
They are believed to be harmless, but if you scratch under their pop and
colored fluorescent varnish, emojis let you see a world much more complex
than they let appear, rather symbolic of the contemporary web.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : MARCH 2021

Screen online on http://distribution.arte.tv
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